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Abstract 

The NBA Draft Calculator is a Web based application that allows users to analyze 

the success of past and present National Basketball Association (NBA) players. This 

application allows users to quickly and easily determine the level of success a selected 

type of player experiences during an NBA career. An application user enters various 

player characteristics (Position, Height, Age, etc.) using an interface that has each 

element clearly placed on the monitor. The NBA Draft Calculator is for use of basketball 

enthusiasts and analysts as a measuring tool for determining a future NBA player’s 

success. The application is powered through a database backend that contains player 

records from 1985 (start of the modern day draft) to the present day. 
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NBA Draft Calculator 

1. Problem Statement 

 The National Basketball Association’s (NBA) Draft brings hope to 

struggling franchises and ignites dispute amongst fans of the game. For basketball fans 

determining how well a team “drafted” is often left up to the fans’ perspective. While 

many fans feel the need to fill a team need, for example a team short of guards would be 

more inclined to draft one; others feel that drafting the best overall player available is the 

better choice. One rule however rains above all others.  

“When in doubt pick big”: this phrase has been the golden rule for picking or 

“drafting” basketball players since the NBA earliest days. While the game of basketball 

does cater to the tall, drafting one player over another based strictly on height is not 

always the best solution. Take, for example, the 1984 NBA Draft. The Houston Rockets 

selected future Hall of Fame Center Hakeem Olajuwon with the first pick in the draft, 

leaving the Portland Trail Blazers with the next pick. Remembering the “golden rule”, 

Portland passed on guard Michael Jordan and selected center Sam Bowie. Michael Jordan 

was drafted a pick later by the Chicago Bulls and lead Chicago to six NBA Titles while 

Portland’s Sam Bowie struggled to stay on the court. See Figure 1. 

 

 Michael Jordan Sam Bowie 

Games 1072 511 

Points Per Game (PPG) 30.1 10.9 

NBA Titles 6 0 

Figure 1. Jordan Bowie Comparison (2) 
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 By drafting Bowie over Jordan, Portland showed drafting a taller player is not 

always the best solution but should the golden rule be forgotten or was Bowie over 

Jordan a statistical minority? Similar questions can be raised about other NBA drafting 

guidelines. Is drafting a player who attended a major university, such as Duke or Kansas, 

a “safer” pick than a player who attended a smaller university? What about a high school 

player? (10) For basketball fans and fantasy owners being able to answer these types of 

questions could provide an edge in a fantasy basketball leagues and an insight into the 

world of basketball. 

 Previous studies have been done to answer questions regarding these rules and 

guidelines. Further these studies often look at only one player criteria, such as college 

experience. While it is possible for everyday fans to compile the necessary data to 

determine if these rules or guidelines are statistically accurate, a great deal of time and 

effort is required. Making even the smallest of changes to a criteria results in having to 

recollect a large amount of data. For example if a report had been compiled to determine 

the success rate for centers, making even the smallest change to the report, say you 

wanted to know the success rate of centers who attended Division I Universities, would 

require for new data to be collected and analyzed. The process of collecting this data 

requires lots of time and energy. 

 Being able to quickly and easily compile such reports would allow users access to 

a large amount of data. This data would allow for determining a player’s potential 

success as well as determining the safer pick. 
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2. Description of the Solution 

 To ensure the speed, usability and availability an on-line Web application has 

been developed that allows users to calculate the average success rate of an incoming 

NBA player. This “NBA Draft Calculator” application is powered through a database 

backend that contains every player record from the year 1985 (the start of the modern 

NBA Draft) to the present day.  

 The project makes use of several web technologies to power the application. The 

application focuses primarily on Web development and database management, using 

Microsoft Visual Studio .NET (coding has been performed using C#) and Microsoft SQL 

Server.  

 The application allows users to select from a variety of player characteristics. 

Included in the available player characteristic choices are a player’s; height, weight, 

playing position, program experience, and draft position. Based on the data supplied by 

the user the application returns the success rate of NBA players who match the given 

player characteristics. A player’s success is shown through two tables. See Figure 2 

below. 

 
Figure 2. Player Characteristics 
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 The first or “Player Success Average” table breaks matching players down into 

one of five categories. From most successful to least successful they read; Hall of Fame, 

All Star, Starter, Bench, and Bust. Each category displays the percentage of time a player 

matching the user’s entered player characteristics falls into that playing level. See Figure 

3 Below. 

 
Figure 3 (Player Success Average Table) 

 

 The second or “Common Players” table displays the three best, worst, and most 

likely players that matched the user’s entered player characteristics. Listed along with the 

player’s name will be the round and pick the player was selected. Also included will be 

the player’s primary position, program type, height, weight, and draft points. The players 

listed are current or former NBA players. See Figure 4 Below. 

 
Figure 4 (Comparable Players Table) 
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 To ensure the ease of use for all levels of basketball and technological expertise 

the project also includes help documents. These help documents cover the applications 

intended use and several how to instructions.  

2.1 User Profiles 

 The NBA Draft Calculator is designed for two sets of users, the Administrator and 

the General User. The Administrator role keeps the database up-to-date and supports 

system maintenance. The General User refers to all other users. 

Administrator  

  The Administrator role is given to the project’s manager and is responsible for 

the system’s maintenance. System maintenance duties include yearly player record 

updates, ensuring the integrity of the data, and any project updates. The Administrator 

has full access to the projects database and project files. 

General Users 

 The General Users role refers to all users of the NBA Draft Calculator. General 

Users have access to the system’s data only through the application’s functionality. 

General Users will not be required to have a high level of computer expertise. Because of 

the transparency of the user interface General Users with Web surfing experience will be 

able to operate the application with ease. 

2.2 Design Protocols 

User Interface 

 The NBA Draft Calculator’s user interface is an easy to use design. To ensure 

users with minimum computer expertise are able to use the application the user interface 

makes use of basic web elements; including dropdown lists, simple links, and submit 
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buttons. Submit buttons and dropdown lists are used to collect and submit user 

information from the Player Characteristics Table. Simple links will be used to navigate 

through the application’s various pages. Graphical elements, including the NBA Draft 

Calculator image, have been created using Macromedia Fireworks. 

 The application’s design reflects its ease-of-use. Each page contains a uniformed 

header that contains links to the applications various pages. See Figure 5 Below. Also 

contained in the header is the NBA Draft Calculator’s graphic to ensure the user of there 

location. All of the application’s pages have a uniform look and feel.  

 
Figure 5 (NBA Draft Calculator Header) 

  

 Each page contains the previously mentioned header centered over a table 

containing the page’s content. The background of these pages will be white, again to 

maintain transparency. The elements, whether they are text, tables, or other content, give 

the application its design appeal. The application’s transparent design keeps the user from 

being overwhelmed and allows the data to be shown as clearly as possible.  

 The application also contains a Help page. The Help page serves are a reference 

point for questions a user may have. A link to the Help page can be found throughout the 

project. Anchor links will be used to navigate the Help page. 

Site Outline 

 Shown below in Figure 6 is the sites outline.  
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Figure 6 (Site Outline) 

 

 The home or landing page will introduce users to the application and inform them 

of any updates. The “Draft Calculator” is the actual application. This page contains the 

previously mentioned Player Characteristics Table, Player Average Success Table, and 

the Common Players Table. The help page contains help documents to ensure users fully 

understand how to use and interpret the application and its findings. The About page 

further helps the user understand the application. While the help pages explain in detail 

the “how to” aspect of the application, the About section focuses on a broader questions. 

For example “What is the NBA Draft Calculator and What does is do?”. 

Database 

 The NBA Draft Calculator is powered by a single database. This database 

contains a list of player records from 1985 to the present day. Players appearing prior the 

1985 season are not included. The year 1985 was chosen as a cut off point because it was 

the first year the modern for NBA Draft Lottery system. Players first appearing after the 

2003 season are also not included because of a lack of data. A player will be added to the 

database once the player’s draft year has been four years previous. When a user submits a 

set of player characteristics the application runs a series of queries that will return data to 

the application. These queries gather the user’s entered player characteristics and locate 

similar players in the database. The query then determines each player’s “Draft Points”. 
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The Draft Point system is used to determine the success of a player. The calculation looks 

at a variety of stats, including points, rebounds, assists, blocks, steals, etc., as well as total 

seasons and minutes played. Once the Draft Point calculation has been finished the Player 

Success Average Table places the players into one of the five categories. The Common 

Players Table then gathers the three best, worst, and most likely players. The application 

uses Microsoft SQL Server 2005 for the database maintenance.   

 The Databases design is as transparent as its user interface. User records are 

dropped into the databases “players” on a season by season basis. The players table 

contains all useful player information, such as player name and statistics. Two reference 

tables exist. They include the “Positions” and “SchoolTypes” tables. Both of these tables 

serve as a means to save space on the players table. See Figure 7 below for the full 

database design. 

 
Figure 7 (Database Design) 
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3. Deliverables 

 To ensure that the project will be able not only determine the success of a 

potential NBA player but also ensure the ease-of-use by its potential users the application 

offers the following deliverables.  

 A Web-based application for NBA enthusiasts in which data driven from the past 20 

years will be used to analyze incoming draftees. 

 

 A uniformed transparent user interface that makes use of simple Web elements.  

 

 A database that contains player records from 1985 until present day. 

 

 A Stored Procedure that will return data relevant to the Common Players Table. 

 

 A Stored Procedure that will return data relevant to the Player Success Average Table. 

 

 Create help documents. 

 

 

4. Design and Development 

 This section will cover the projects budget, timeline, software, and hardware 

specifications.  

4.1 Timeline  

Senior Design I 

 Project Planning 

 Determining Potential User Needs 

 Initial User Interface Design  

 Deliverables Created 

 Proposal and Presentation  

 Senior Design I was mostly research and project planning. I first had to determine 

my intended user base. Once my user base had been decided and I was able to start 
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drawing up my project deliverables and developing the site’s initial design. My research 

at this time dealt mostly with finding similar draft report findings. My research showed 

that a while there is a need / desire for such an application one has not yet been 

developed. I was able to locate several similar studies that had been conducted by various 

sports authorities, including some that dealt directly with basketball. Still there is 

currently no easy way for an NBA fan to quickly retrieve this type of data.  

Senior Design II 

 Obtain data from WhatIfSports.com 

 Collect and insert new data into database. 

 Created initial user interface. 

 Create stored procedures to bring back Player Success Tables. 

 Most of my time during Senior Design II was spent collecting and inserting new 

data into the database. Thanks to WhatIfSports.com I was able to easily obtain player 

record from 1985 to present day. The data given to me by WhatIfSports.com contained a 

large amount statistical data for each player, but no personal information such as a player 

draft position. In order to include player characteristics such as draft position and 

previous experience I had to manually enter each player’s information. Using Basketball-

Reference.com I was able to locate the needed data and enter it into the database. This 

process was time consuming and often times draining but the result is a very useful and 

unique database.  

 In order to present the application for the class by the end of the quarter I 

implemented an early and rather rough user interface. See Figure 8 on the next page. The 

early user interface looks similar to the end model but is very rough.  
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Figure 8 (Early User Interface) 

 

 Once the User Interface had been developed and the database had been completed 

work could begin on the stored procedures that would being back the data to fill the 

player success tables. The main objective was to get the application working and not to 

worry about fine tuning the Draft Point formula.  

Senior Design III 

 Test and develop stored procedures (“Draft Point Formula”). 

 Test and develop user interface. 

 Additional data entry. 

 Create help documents. 

 Add additional functionality. 

 Senior Design III was spent fine tuning the applications user interface and stored 

procedures. The application’s user interface was formatted using a site wide style sheet to 

give the application the previously mentioned uniformed feel. The Player Characteristics 

table where most of the user interaction takes place underwent changes as well. Table 

elements have been formatted to best ensure usability by all potential users. The 
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application’s store procedures also underwent changes. A large amount of time was spent 

working with the draft point formula to most accurately rank and categorize players. 

Further research was conducted to determine where previous NBA player would be 

categorized. For example, I placed earlier NBA Hall of Fame players into the formula to 

get a good idea of where Hall of Fame players rank on the current draft point scale.  

 Additional data to include the recently concluded 2007 season was added to 

include members of the heralded 2003 draft class. The addition each player’s draft age 

was unavailable and was not added to the database at this time. Help documents where 

also added to the application as well as the Home and About pages to give the user a 

better feel for the site. 

 

4.2 Budget 

 Shown below is the final project budget. Thanks to WhatIfSports.com and 

the IT computer lab the project’s entire budget has been covered. 
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Item Description Retail Cost My Cost 

Server : Dell PowerEdge 

2950 

Provided by WhatIfSports.com $ 6,709.00 $0.00 

Microsoft Visual Studio 

2005 

Provided by WhatIfSports.com 799.00 0.00 

Macromedia Fireworks Provided by IT computer lab 298.99 0.00 

Microsoft SQL Server 

2005 

Provided by WhatIfSports.com 11,998.00 0.00 

Microsoft Visual Source 

Safe 

Provided by WhatIfSports.com 249.00 0.00 

Retail Total  $20,053.99   

My Total Cost   $0.00 

Figure 9 (Project Budget) 

 

4.3 Technical Details 

 The application made use of the following Hardware and Software elements: 

Hardware 

 WhatIfSports.com Server (WhatIfSports.com is located in Blue Ash, Ohio. I was 

granted access to their NBA Database and will be able to create a duplicate so that 

modifications can be made.) WhatIfSports.com also provided the projected only nesseary 

PC. 
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Software 

 All of the software listed below is available through the IT computer lab or 

through WhatIfSports.com. 

 Microsoft Visual Studio .NET (used to develop the application.) 

 Macromedia Fireworks MX (used to create all images and graphics used.) 

 Microsoft SQL Server 2005 (used to create and manage the database. Also used 

for creation of stored procedure queries.) 

 Microsoft Visual Source Safe 6.0 (used to backup previous versions of my 

application) 

 

5. Proof of Design 

 The following section will discuss the previously mentioned project deliverables 

and detail how I was able to meet them. 

5.1 Create a Web-base Application 

 To ensure that the site is easy to use and accessible to wide audience I decided to 

create the application as an interactive Web site. Because of my familiarity and liking of 

C# and Microsoft Visual Studio I decided to use these as the main design elements for the 

application. The code side of the application pulls in information from the database 

through a set of stored procedures. These procedures then return the data to the 

application. The code side of the application then makes some calculations and then 

points the information to the correct location of the page. The design side of the page 

grabs and displays the information through asp labels and repeaters.  
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5.2 Create a Uniform and Transparent User Interface 

 One of my biggest project obstacles was making sure all potential users could 

quickly and easily use the site, the only technological requirement being the ability to 

surf the Web. The Player Characteristics Table, the main interactive user content, needed 

lots of testing to ensure its usability. The table’s elements originally used textboxes and 

dropdown lists for users to input player characteristics. After some testing I decided to 

remove the textboxes and replace them with dropdown lists to remove as much bad user 

input as possible. The resulting display makes sure the user’s input is always inbounds.  

 The application’s other pages continue with the look and feel of the Draft 

Calculator page. The application’s Home, About, and Help pages all contain the same 

header and footer. Each page is connected to a site-wide style sheet that keeps the site 

looking professional.  

 After testing the site with many different levels of technological and basketball 

expertise I am confident that the user interface will meet the needs of most advanced and 

novice users. Novice users should have little trouble using the application and the help 

pages (See Below) will allow them to quickly catch on. Advanced users will enjoy the 

transparent design as well when navigating the site and evaluating the application’s 

findings.  

5.3 Create a Database Containing Player Records From 1985 to Present Day 

 Creating the application’s database was a lengthy process. While much of the data 

needed for the application was made available through WhatIfSports.com more still 

needed to be added. To meet my deliverables I needed to add “School Type”, “Draft 

Position”, “Age”, and “Natural Position”. After attempting to retrieve this data from 
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several outside sources I was forced to realize that the data would have to be inputted by 

hand. I added each players draft round and pick, school type, and natural position. I did 

this for every player drafted into the league from 1985 to present day. The data was 

retrieved from Basketball-Reference.com. Unfortunately age was not added because of 

some questionable records. Several attempts to gain this information were made but all 

were unsuccessful.  

 Categorizing each player’s school type was often times difficult. Because of 

conference changes and the addition of the Elite School category, those schools that 

constantly compete for a national championship, a university or college may move up or 

down from year to year. For example during many of the 1980 season Georgetown 

University was a college basketball powerhouse that went to three strait National 

Championship games. However since the 1980’s Georgetown has not been able to 

compete at such a level. During the 1980’s Georgetown is listed as an “Elite School” but 

in the years after is lowered to a “Major Division I University”. 

5.4 Create Stored Procedure to Determine Player Success 

 The Player Success Average Table and the Common Players Table are both 

powered through stored procedures that make calls to the NBA Draft Calculator’s 

database. Each of these stored procedures uses the Draft Point formula to determine the 

success of an individual player. The Draft Point formula takes into account a players 

career statistics as well as the number of seasons a player played in the league.  

  The Player Success Average Table’s stored procedure first gathers player’s 

matching the user’s player characteristics and determines each individual player’s draft 

point total. The procedure then gathers the total number of players that fall into one of the 
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five player success categories. Once the calculations have been made the procedure 

returns the total number of matching players and the total number of players that fall into 

one of the five categories.  

 The Common Players Table’s procedure works in a similar fashion. Once again 

the procedure gathers players matching the user’s player characteristics and determines 

each player’s draft points. The procedure then determines the average draft point total, 

this average will be used to determine the “most likely” players. The procedure then 

grabs the top three and bottom three from the matching players and returns them, along 

with the average players, back to the application’s code side.  

5.5 Help Documents 

 To help users better use and understand the NBA Draft Calculator, help 

documents were needed. The help page is accessible from any of the application’s pages. 

Also included in the application is the about page. 

 The help page has several categories that pertain to the main Draft Calculator 

page.  The categories include sections on how to use the application to how to read and 

interpret the outputted data. The About page deals with broader questions about what the 

application actually does. A commonly asked questions page is in the works but currently 

not enough feedback has been provided. Once the application gets more public exposure 

and more feedback is obtained the page will be made available.  

6.0 Testing Procedures 

 To ensure that all levels of basketball and technological expertise were able to use 

the NBA Draft Calculator a lot of testing needed to be done. Two specific areas where 
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tested repeatedly in order to determine the best result: the first was the user interface and 

its functionality and the second was the draft point formula. 

 The user interface was testing by the help of several friends and colleagues. These 

testers were of all different technological and basketball experience. After taking likes 

and dislikes from over 20 people I was able to come up with the current working model. 

The current model caters to both the high basketball IQ person’s desire to have an in 

depth look at the data and novice basketball fans desire to quickly use the application. 

Technically the application requires that users know only how to surf the Web as the 

application makes use of basic Web elements to send and receive data.  

 Testing for the draft point formula was done by first determining what makes one 

player more successful than another. After determining what stats would be included as 

positives in the calculation and what stats would be viewed as negatives I could begin 

working on the formula. Several test runs were needed to get the formula to a reasonable 

state. At this point the formula and its results were shown to several “basketball experts” 

to determine if the formula was weighing players correctly. After the first run of tests and 

the formula had been tested it was obvious that too much weight was being given to 

players playing the Center or Power Forward position. The unbalance was due to too 

much weight being given to rebounding and shot blocks and not enough on steals and 

assists. Once the change had been made more testing was done to ensure players where 

being properly ranked.  

7. Conclusion 

My hope for the NBA Draft Calculator was to create a different perspective for 

NBA fans and enthusiasts. The NBA Draft Calculator makes is possible for users to 
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quickly and easily analyze NBA data from the past twenty years. It gives users the 

opportunity to statistically compare past and present players to potential players. Users 

can choose from a wide variety of options to narrow their scope to better analyze 

incoming players. The data included in the draft calculator will help fans, analysts, and 

NBA organizations to more accurately analyze a player’s potential success.   
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